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two or three men came out of the tents. A canvas boat was
solemnly unfolded and the big man of the camp crossed the
creek to row me back while the others forded the stream on foot.
Once on the other side, my astonishment was great to see my
hosts suddenly vanish. They had returned to their tents, and
now each sat in his own, awaiting my visit. Eskimo etiquette is
not elaborate, but it is strict. It demanded that I pay the first
visits and leave in each tent a gift, however small. And until I,
the newcomer, had done this, life in the camp was suspended.
What was more, Utak and his wife would not accompany me
on my round of calls: I must go alone.
No man being chief among the Eskimos, there was no speech
from the throne, no seat of honour for the guest, no ceremonial
cup of welcome, not even a word of thanks for the canister of
tea I presented to the wife of Ohudlerk, the packet of needles
that constituted my credentials in the second tent, the plug of
tobacco I left with the mistress of the third. Each object was
taken from my hand and swiftly concealed beneath a heap of
rags on the ground. The visits lasted but a moment, and I was
back with Utak and his family.
They were on my heels, all of them, returning my visits before
I had time to sit down. And what a difference there was now
in their faces, their attitude! In their own tents they had been
solemn, stony; in mine they were buzzing with activity and good
cheer. They had the right, it appeared, to handle everything I
owned, open whatever was shut, test the strength of whatever
might be breakable. Paper fascinated them, particularly, and
they spent minutes over it, feeling it, rubbing it, turning it over
and over, trying to get to the bottom of its mystery. Where
could this thing come from? they seemed to ask. Why was it so
light? What was it used for? You could almost see through it,
— though this was a discovery of the children, who put it over
their faces and insisted it would be wonderful for masks.
Invaded, inundated by my visitors, I saw suddenly that Utak,
radiant with joy, was serving as butler, giving away my tea, my
tobacco^ my biscuits. The visit lasted exactly the length
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